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Globally the poor are beginning to question the world

order where the masses wallow in redeemable misery in

the midst of super abundance being monopolized by a

few living in fabulous wealth. Across the world people

are organizing against capitalism with massive anti-

capitalist demonstrations recently organized in Europe,

huge G8 demonstrations this year in Germany . This

mood recently found an echo in the African continent

with masses in South Africa and later Nigeria striking

against anti poor – neo-liberal policies.

South Africa
Recently  in South Africa trade unions organized a

biggest strike since the end of apartheid .In June around

one million people went on an indefinite strike in South

Africa for a 12% pay rise .The South African government

had offered a 6% increase insisting that workers should

accept wage restraints in order to make an attractive

environment for business.All government  departments

ceased functioning mainly the health and education

departiments .Amidst harrasement and torturefrom the

government which even went as far as unleashing armed

police to squash the strike , the workers remained

determined .Workers weirding red  flags thronged streets

demanding  better remuneration  and enough

represendation especially from government officials

whom they voted for and enthrusted faith in . But as

workers felt the pain, business executives were awarding

themselves pay increases of up to 68%. This is also the

first time worker and their leaders in trade unions have

waged a clear class struggle against the ANC and the

system it protects.

Apart from setting the mood to begin the challenge

on neoliberal capitalism in South Africa amongst the poor

workers , the strike also went far in exposing  the

underlying currents  political relationship between the

South African Communist party , COSATU and ANC

.For how long shall the SCP and COSATU remain fratenal

to ANC which already has begun showing its real image

on poor .

Nigeria

The most critical strike is the Nigerian one as it offers

a bit of way forward to all genuine anti capitalist, anti

dictatorship movements especially in Africa .In Nigeria

labour and the civic society has entered into a coalition

on a united front bases called (LASCO). Almost every

important sector in Nigeria is represented in LASCO, the

informal sector, students, socialists and workers. The

Labour and Civic society organized a general strike which

started on June 20 , 2007 , this was after the government

had hiked the price of fuel and other goods and services

.The government had been implementing neo-liberal

economic  reforms which have seen the denial of basic

infrastructure and social services to the poor making

life for the masses more nasty and brutish .

The strike was a success against media hysteria and

several government efforts to stop the strike

prematurely. Within two days of the strike the

government had already granted concessions and met

all demands from labour except the fuel pump price

whose N10 increment was only reduced by N5 .A liter

of petrol was increased from N65 to N75.  by granting

some petty concessions like reducing the price of fuel .

LASCO stuck to its guns and continued the strike until

all they demand were met. After the government had

made such drastic concessions everyone thought the

labour leaders with their antecedent attitudes were going

to call off the strike but for fear of being branded sellouts

by colleagues in the LASCO they remained determined.

The unity and determination behind LASCO clearly

sets an example of fighting platforms were all

progressive groups come on board to fight one common

enemy with each having to swallow its pride and fight.

This helps in a number of ways firstly it clears off

cowardice amongst leaders secondly dangers of easy

victimization in small-atomized fights are made

minimal and most critically they even encourage

participation as they represent a broad spectrum uniting

the grass roots and the middle classes.

It should be the role of revolutionaries within such

fronts to broaden the demands and possibly make the

struggle permanent.

For instance in the Nigerian strike Socialists were

calling for the labour body to fight for a socialist society

where the commanding heights of the economy,

including finances, will be commonly owned and

democratically managed and controlled by the working

masses.

by M Sambo

Africa Revolting against Neo-liberalism
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AS ECONOMY COLLAPSES ....

Imperialists predict regime collapse & Mugabe threatens Nationalisation

We say ...mass action now to kick out Regime and Imperialism

   ..........continued on page 10
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Zimbabwe is at cross-roads. In June 2007 a Group of 40
International NGOs in Zimbabwe warned of economic collapse
within six months. Outgoing US ambassador, “regime change”
specialist, C. Dell, went further -

“We are closer to seeing change in Zimbabwe today
generated from within than at any time since Independence...
The acceleration of the economic collapse signifies an end-
game for President Mugabe. The country’s inflation has doubled
every month. In February independent analysts revealed that
inflation was at 3 000%, while in March it doubled to 6000%. In
April it was at 12 000% and currently it’s at 20 000%. By year-
end the inflation rate will be at 1.5million percent…world-wide
no government has survived presiding over inflation that had
hit over seven digit levels.”

This is not mere talk by “imperialists.” In calling for an urgent
Social Contract in February 2007, Reserve Bank Governor, G.
Gono said the country was facing an unprecedented abyss.
The last two weeks of massive price increases of basic goods,
has made such predicted collapse seem imminent, prompting
the government to order the slashing by 50% of prices of all
goods and services and impose a prize freeze. At the burial of
Brig. General Gunda at the National Heroes Acre on the 27th

June, conveniently chosen as it was Tony Blair’s last day in
office,  Mugabe threatened to nationalize all business that flout
the price controls and jail the owners:

“Zvatirikuuya nazvo iyezvino zvakaoma. Kana to tinha,
touya, whether you are bakers, producers, industry or
commerce, take note, tinokuteverai. Ende hausi mutambo
uchaitwa zvakanaka, it will be a rough game. Tavakusungana,
you will be jailed. We will not be defeated by these tactics of
regime change of the British  …we will seize the mines and
companies. We will nationalize them if they continue with these
dirty games… we will take all the companies. Tinogona
kuritambawo game iroro, ende tichimwisa futi, ne rough iyoyo.”

So things are serious, but what are the real implications of
the collapsing economy - has the end-game finally arrived for
Mugabe?

Mugabe’s two choices
In the February 2003 issue of Socialist Worker we predicted

that the main factor that would determine the future of
Zimbabwe was the worsening economic crisis and how the
main political actors would respond to this. We stated then that
whilst Mugabe “was an intelligent and ruthless operative, capable
of sophisticated and tactical shifts and the wrong-footing of
his opponents, he and Zanu – PF are not immune from the
tensions arising from the economic crisis, to which they have
no solution.” We stated that the Mugabe regime had two
choices: enter into a compromise deal involving a neo-liberal
government of national unity of elites of Zanu PF and MDC
supported by the West with Mugabe himself retiring or refuse
to compromise politically, even as it proceeded with Gono’s
neo-liberal programme and increased repression. We warned
– that “the deepening of the neo-liberal agenda by a Mugabe
government especially without the co-option of the MDC as a

junior partner and acquiescence of the west would accelerate
the economic crisis to the proportions seen in Argentina at the
end of 2001 as local and international capital lay siege on the
beleaguered regime…” As it were Mugabe chose the second
option, especially with his decision to run again in 2008. And
with it the climaxing economic crisis we see today.

Mugabe not finished
The imperialists have probably spoken too prematurely.

Although in a corner the regime may still wiggle or   turn the
country into hell. Despite the threats, Mugabe is unlikely to want
to nationalize fearful of accelerating the crisis and that his
government is after all predominantly made up of bosses. But
if business resists, as it has immediately done now by taking
goods off the shelves, more radical measures may follow. These
may include a combination of nationalization, seizing some
businesses to give to his cronies under the guise of
indigenisation, letting out Zanu PF hordes into the shops, jailing
some bosses and introducing a new currency.  Mugabe hopes
that business, fearful of his parliamentary constitutional majority
and a repeat of the farm invasions , will be cowered into
accepting a price control regime until election time rather than
risk losing everything. But this will not be enough. Unlike Cuba
or N. Korea, the regime does not own or controll the main
businesses, and the capitalists might still be tempted to
sabotage the above measures, massively cutting down on
production citing lack of forex and fuel. Shortages and the black
market will become the order of the day, again threatening
instability. This is why Mugabe accepted the Social Contract,
hoping to co-opt  the labour leaders from going ahead with
potentially devastating general strikes. Similarly he  hopes Mbeki
will buy him sufficient time through long-ended talks with MDC
that will discourage it from the streets but to the elections.
Without these Mugabe might be finished or if his measures
fail, try to cling to power by force at all costs, thereby  potentially
precipitate such a severe political -social crisis leading to a
failed state.

This is why even Mugabe himself is now not opposed  to an
elitist compromise deal as shown by his retention of the neo-
liberal Gono and his reaching out to MDC leaders at the “tractor
feast.”But he wants one that leaves him and his party as the
senior partners.

Struggle only way forward
So whilst the economic crisis in Zimbabwe is climaxing it is

naïve to think it will lead to automatic regime change or election
victory in March 2008. As we earlier stated:  “It is not all that
obvious which way Zimbabwe will go or that the bourgeois elites
will have their way. The country is at unprecedented crossroads,
a virtual precipice…It is quite possible that if the local elites fail
to urgently strike a settlement …including the resolution of the
Mugabe succession issue, Zimbabwe could easily go the way
of the growing number of neo-colonial failed states, notably



From our History...

Below we reprint an article from our past Socialist Worker

August 2001

The now obvious right wing shift of the MDC has seen

a growing number of workers , students and youths and

the radical middle classes becoming disgruntled and

questioning the direction of the party .The question which

confronts these people , is what is the way forward ?Zanu

PF , despite its populist posturing , especially on the land

issue , remains firmly embedded as the bosses party , a

process strengthened by the death of Border Gezi and

Hunzvi .The black bosses in the party now controls all key

provinces in ZANU PF and its other key organs like the

politburo and Parliament .

But on the other hand the deepening crisis of capitalism

locally and internationally, is again making a real possibility

of the return of the radical mass based struggles of 1997,

as the current nationwide students demonstrations against

privatizations how .At an international level , there is

developing an anti-capitalist movement shown by major

demonstrations in North America , Latin America and

Europe in the past two years .

As way forward we argue for the re-groupment of the

left and the working class movement in Zimbabwe, and

regionally on the bases of a principle of united front, as

alternative to the two bosses parties ZANU PF and MDC.

United front

“March separately but strike together”, is the slogan of

the united front – a theory developed by the Russian

Bolshevik revolutionary, Leon Trotsky on how to deal with

situations that confront us in Zimbabwe today. This means

revolutionary organizations; radical reformist organizations,

trade unions, students and others can enter into temporary

alliances around specific issues. When Trotsky at the end

of the 1920s, he was concerned about the emergence of

the fascism in Europe and he called  upon revolutionary

socialists to enter into united front alliances with centrist

or reformist parties and organizations to smash  the then

emerging threat of fascism in Italy and Germany .This was

in opposition to the Stalinists who opposed such alliances

with slogans like “after Hitler ,Our turn” on the eve of

Hitler’s victory! Trotsky argued for the unity of democratic

forces against rising Fascism , but nonetheless argued even

in such unity the socialists must maintain their

independence and identity and not be swallowed ,ie March

separately but strike together !”.

After the NAZI victory , the Stalinists made a dramatic

u-turn going into alliances with such reformist organizations

but entirely subordinating themselves to such popular fronts

, only to be betrayed by their new allies , sometimes with

massive tragic results like in Spain in 1936 , France in

1934 and subsequently Indonesia in 1965 and Chile in

1973.

United front against ZANU PF

The same issues confront us today. ZANU PF and

Mugabe today constitutes the biggest threat to the working

class as shown by their draconian Labour bill and other

legislation and trampling of basic bourgeois rights ahead

of 2002 elections. This therefore calls for unity in a united

front of all radical forces concerned about democracy in

the country to ensure free and fair elections next year and

the respect of its results .This means a unity of all radical

sections of Labour, constitutional movement , student

movement , civic society and those disgruntled with the

right wing shift of the MDC and ZANU PF

However such united front should not bind or

subordinate itself to the MDC , but each and every

individual organization in the front should be allowed to

maintain its political and organizational independence ,

including the right to attack and expose the right wing nature

of the MDC even if it is the sole electoral alternative to

ZANU PF in the coming elections .

In particular for revolutionary organizations like ISO it

is imperative to maintain absolute political independence

throughout, if they are not to abandon the very politics that

could win real gains for the working class, as happened to

the SACP in the ANC popular front.

Socialists must know that their primary role in such

alliances is to advance workers ideas within it and seek to

win a broader audience for the revolutionary ideas within

it .The role of the revolutionary party is to lead and

influence workers in the united front so that in the process

of the united struggle , workers can see for themselves

that the revolutionary politics offer a way forward as

opposed to the dead end reformist politics of parliament

and courts .

But revolutionaries must always bear in mind that a

policy aimed to secure the united front does not of course

contain automatic guarantees that unity in action will be

attained in all instances .On the contrary , in many cases

and perhaps even the majority of cases , organization

objectives will only be half – attained if at all .

Freedom of expression uncompromisable

In the vent that reformists in the united front begin

putting brakes on the struggle to the obvious detriment of

the movement and counter to the situation on the ground

and the mood of the masses , we as an independent

organization always reserve the right to lead the struggle

Build a United Front

Create an alternative voice to ZANU PF and MDC
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What we stand for

SOCIALISM

Capitalism is a system of exploitation, which generates

inequality, crisis and war. Although workers create wealth, it

is controlled and consumed by the ruling class for its own

selfish interests.

Socialism can only be build if the working class takes control

of the wealth and democratically plan its production and

distribution to meet human needs not private profits. This

will eliminate all class divisions in society.

Socialism from below

The working class is the most powerful class in the struggle

for socialism .We stand for their alliance with all other socially

oppressed classes in particular peasants and the urban poor

under the leadership of workers.

Socialism can only be attained by mass self-activity of workers

such as strikes and demonstrations.

We support trade unions as essential to the fight for workers

economic and political rights.

Revolution or reform

Reforms in capitalist society cannot end oppression and

exploitation. Capitalism must be smashed. Contrary to what

is said by middle class opposition parties, institutions like

parliament, the army, the police and the courts are not neutral

things that can simply be taken over by workers. Reformists

fight for reforms as an end in themselves, whilst we accept

reforms only in so far as they increase the confidence of the

working class in order to smash the entire capitalist system.

Internationalism

Workers in every country are exploited by capitalism so the

struggle for socialism is global .We campaign for solidarity

with workers in all countries .We are internationalists because

socialism is about spreading working class revolutions to all

countries around the world.

Opposition to oppression

Capitalism divides workers by using sexual, tribal, racial and

national distinctions .the specially oppressed groups within

the working class suffers the most under capitalism .We

oppose the oppression of women, blacks, minority tribes –

ethnic groups and gays and lesbians. We fight for real social,

economic and political equality of women including access

to safe, free abortion facilities. We call for an end to

discrimination against gays.

Revolutionary party

To achieve socialism the most militant sections of the working

class have to be organized in a mass revolutionary party .We

are currently in the early stages of building such a party

through involvement in day-to-day struggles of workers and

the oppressed.

All those who accept these principles are urged to join ISO .

Become  a Socialist

Name

Address

And write to ISO Box 6758 Harare

Phone 04 704209   091908847.Email iso.zim@gmail.com

to the end , and this without our temporary semi-allies .

This precisely describes the position of ISO in the MDC

, which give imperatives of democracy movements in the

country and the mood of the working class , we entered on

united front bases , and continue to offer support on that

bases , contrary to the ultra – leftist positions of many of

our critics in the regional and international socialist

movement who had wanted out .But through out we have

fought for and returned complete freedom of expression

in order to expose the betrayal , indecisions and halfway

spirit of the reformist leadership of the MDC .For that

reason any sort of organizational agreement which restricts

our freedom our criticism and agitation is completely

unacceptable to us , hence we have been prepared to make

a complete break with the MDC should such conditions

become imposed on us .We stand on that position today

which has won us grow audience amongst sections of the

radical workers .As Lenin urged in the Left – wing

communism – an infantile disorder” it is only through direct

experience gained in the course of actual struggle that the

broad masses learn that we  as socialists fight better than

the cowardly reformists , that we are more audacious and

resolute that the others .The united front is the form through

which we participate in such struggles with the masses and

those whom we might agree with on 60% of the objective

but disagree on the rest and the form in  which we will be

able to expose the bankruptcy of the middle class reformists

groups and build our own forces .In this way , we bring

closer the chances  of a  united revolutionary front under

undisputed socialist leadership .

                      By T Sando

International Socialist Organization
 Meetings

If you are fed up with privatization, low wages, contract

work,

 ZANU PF dictatorship and want to fight back.

Seeking alternatives to neo-liberal capitalism, attend our

 meetings as advertised below

Harare  Glen View Budiriro Saturdays 230pm

Highfield | Glen Norah  Saturdays 230pm

Mbare               Saturdays 230pm

Chitungwiza Sundays 230pm

Harare joint meeting Last Saturday of each month

MutareSakubva Last Saturday of each month

For details on venues and other branches like Kadoma

please

write to PO Box 6758 or email iso.zim@gmail.com

or phone 04704209or 0912908847

Create an alternative voice to ZANU

PF and MDC
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  Parliamentary and Presidential Elections
 Politics of ISO
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 Generally there’s created an illusion in workers and the poor
that change to their hard life can come by electing trusted and
progressive people into  positions as councillors, MPs or presi-
dents.  And so today many would argue that taking power from the
ruling party is a step towards revolution or revolution in itself.

Where is real power?
 Little attention is given as to where real power lies. In reality

real power lies outside parliament  but in the hands of a few
unelected individuals who own factories, banks, mines, farms i.e.
the means of production. But these require protection from the
state through its armed bodies like the army and the police.

Where real power lies –there are no elections to elect people’s
choices as judges, managers , army generals or R BZ governors, as
would be the case in a real democracy.  Even the elected MPs or
councilors are not really accountable because they are not subject
to recall once elected, disappearing  only to reappear after five years
seeking reelection .

An unelected commission has run Harare for over five years ever
since the elected mayor was booted out of office. Monthly rates are
being hiked without consulting residents. Bosses  retrench workers
willy-nilly, hiking prices at will without parliament having a say.
Medication has become a privilege to ordinary people yet the minister
is an elected person.

Elections as reforms and tactical platforms
So does this mean to say revolutionaries are opposed to

participating in elections all the time? No! .Revolutionaries sometimes
run in elections or support participation in elections not because they
think this will bring about revolution to end poverty but as a platform
to spread revolutionary ideas against capitalism from a more vantage
point to a broader spectrum or because it might be a way to end a
particularly oppressive regime like the racist colonial governments
here in 1980 and 1994 in South Africa or vote in a working people’s
government that introduces reforms as in Venezeuala and Bolivia
recently.  But always making clear that the masse s must not have
illusions in capitalist elections and institutions.

The MDC in Zimbabwe gives us a clear lesson that  that people
should not have illusions in parliaments .Ever since the year of 2000
the MDC has had a significant presence in parliament but this has
not really brought much change to the live sof the ordinary people. If
anything things have worsened.

The solution is as Karl Marx stated , “the only way the working
class can be  emancipated is through their own action.” Thus
democracy and independence can only be achieved and permanently
maintained through the collective actions of workers, informal traders,
the poor,students and the peasants smashing capaitalism and building
their own institutions like Russian workers did in 1917 under the
Bolsheviks. The working people  should not look outside themselves
for leadership for emancipation as history has taught us, these leaders
will  sell out on decisive moments.

2008 Presidential elections in Zimbabwe
With economic hardships, poverty and repression in the world

today, escalating under neoliberal capitalism and  repression under
so-called “wars on terrorism”,   there is growing anger and  no doubt
massive potential for alternative grass roots based  resistance to
poverty  than the parliamentary route.  This was shown in the rate at
which anti-neoliberal marching forces are rallying behind the social
forum process and anti-neoliberal and anti-war demonstrations. In
January we saw thousands meeting from across the globe in Kenya
at WSF denouncing neoliberal capitalism as the main cause of hunger
and suffering. We have seen huge general strikes in Nigeria and

South Africa.
In Zimbabwe people are in desperate need of an alternative to

Mugabe as they face severe economic hardships and face repression
and dictatorship. Many are loking to the March 2008 elections as the
way forward by voting out Zanu PF. Even the old adage “the devil you
know is better than the angel you haven’t seen” will not stop  people
from voting for change to regsiter rgiister their disapproval to be ruled
under the current order.

As revolutionaries we understand these feelings given the
hardships and oppression people are facing under the Zanu PF
regime. We do support the holding of elections in 2008 and the booting
out of the neoliberal Zanu PF dictatorship, but under two main
conditions.

The first one is that elections must be done under a new
democratic people - driven constitution that stops Zanu PF from being
a player, referee, linesman and spectator all in one as it does under
the current Constitution and laws. Participating in a game which is
designed and fashioned for  the dictatorship to win is not only time
wasting but dangerous as it will cause unnecessary loss of innocent
blood and extinguish the fighting spirit of people. The opposition,
especially the MDC (Tsvangirai) has with the support of most radical
civic society such as NCA and WOZA and labour, made this a major
demand in the current MDC talks. But we now hear the two MDC
formations had made a draft agreement to participate in the lections
even without such a new constitution, whilst at the same time
continuing with the open-ended Mbeki talks, as the country burns
with hunger.

This is capitalist ideology -- working without real consultation and
involement of the people. What unites them is more than what divides
them (their interest-profit). They have now ran away from the people
and chosen talks to end the crisis , talks which workers do not
participate in  and designed to neutralise the rising anger of the
masses of mass action.

The second is thatelections are only a secondary and inferior
tactic to that of direct mass action - revolution, which are only
preferable where the latter is not possible. In Zimbabwe today, under
the worsening economic crisis, conditions for mass action revolt from
below have become over-ripe. We must not therefore waste time
focussing on elections under the current laws but instead mobilise
for direct mass action to remove the dictatorship or at least force it to
hold elections under free and fair conditions and respect the result of
such elections if it loses. Tsvangirai and Mutambara themselves have
declared that the most effective tool to confront Mugabe is civil
disobedience as opposed to the ballot. Tsvangirai calling for “a winter
of discontent” and Mutambara issuing what he called “ a clarion call
for revolution..2007 is the year of national action, the year of people
driven political and economic change in Zimbabwe”.

Yet the two leaders continue with the useless Mbeki talks instead
of joining the struggles of direct mass action as the economic crisis
cliamaxes and people are calling for action.  This shows that these
were just empty calls, kutaura kusina mabasa kuitira kuti ruzhinji
ruvenetarisiro kuhutungamiriri ipo pasina zviri kuitw.  To suppress
the masses with their false promises to create illusions in elections.

But if we stand up and say no dictatorship and its neo-liberal
policies  through our own self-activity of mass action we will definitely
free ourselves from the capitalists’ hook of the capitalists and dictator,
rather than have false illusions in elections. So comrades come, rally
and  fight — mass action is the answer. We have to organize or we
starve.

 BY CDE ADY MUTERO



 Social Contract ---ZCTU Pull out and call

for General strike now !

  * what we think *
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To page 8...

On 1 June 2007, the leaders of the unions led by the
ZCTU signed the Incomes and Pricing Stabilisation Protocol
with government and business. Also signing were APEX for
public servants and the Zanu (PF) yellow dog “union
federation”, the ZFTU.

The ZCTU says it only signed this protocol and not the
other two or a social contract, but the protocol is the most
important of the three, the very heart of the social contract
that RBZ Governor has been pushing since March. The idea
was to reduce inflation to 25% by year end from the then 3
700%; to stop the massive increases of prices of basic goods
with businesses promising to increase prices of goods only
within agreed parameters; stabilize the economy and give
workers a living wage consistent with the Poverty Datum
Line. National Employment Councils were supposed to do a
one off collective bargaining bench-marked on the April PDL
of $1.7 million per month and thereafter monthly collective
bargaining based on the inflation rate, whilst government
undertook not to tax employees earning below the PDL. The
labour leaders in turn promised to ensure “industrial peace”
for the six months duration of the protocol, i.e. stop workers
from going on strike including the stay away in July as
resolved by the ZCTU General Council and affirmed only a
week before and at May Day by militant ZCTU president, L.
Matombo. They also surrendered their historic role as the
leaders of the poor and downtrodden by signing an
agreement that said nothing about them. Giving up their most
powerful weapon even at a time their South African and
Nigerian counterparts were executing huge strikes in defence
of the poor.

But the labour leaders were decieved. The Protocol had
no mandatory legal binding effect, being a mere set of
promises. Less than 3 weeks after signing of the social
contract, there has been a huge wave of price increases of
everything from transport to food that we have not seen in
the last decade. Panicking, the government responded by
slashing prices by 50%, firing the head of the Incomes and
Pricing Commission and moving the tax-free wages bracket
to $1.5 million.

The bosses, in any casehad not really given much away,
with the June PDL already over $3.5 million.  Considering
the history of other countries in particular Italy, France, Spain,
Indonesia and South Africa, the social contract strategy has
always been used by governments and bosses when their
system of capitalism is in deep crisis and in danger of being
overthrown by revolution from the poor to buy time, co-opt
labour and the radical movements and later on launch vicious

attacks against the working people when things stabilize. In
Zimbabwe, the Mugabe regime, despite the rhetoric to the
contrary, is now in a corner, battered and bruised by the
general crisis of Gono’s neoliberal capitalism, sanctions and
near collapse of the agriculture sector. There is real danger
of a total economic collapse by December  Such a situation
creates ripe conditions for massive riots, strikes and revolts
from below, which as we saw in apartheid South Africa,
Argentina, Madagascar, etc can topple even the most
intransigent and brutal of regimes. Already there are growing
signs of uneasiness amongst the lower ranks of the army
and police. The regime knows this, which is why it has
imposed a virtual state of emergence in the main cities and
towns.

But that will not be enough. To stop possible mass revolts,
the regime will have to neutralize and co-opt its most
potentially powerful enemy, organized labour under the
leadership of ZCTU from leading general strikes in the next
few months, that are likely to be joined by other sections of
the urban and rural poor. At the same time, the Mugabe
regime is, using its ally South African president, T. Mbeki,
also trying to neutralise the other major potential source of
“troube”, MDC (Tsvangirai), which still has strong support of
the urban poor. This is being done by tying the MDC to open-
ended talks with Zanu PF which will drag on until 2008 and
in the process discourage MDC from going to the streets. To
stop the massive and worsening economic crisis, the regime
eventually, after the elections and on dealing with the Mugabe
succession issue, will be willing to enter into a neo-liberal,
anti-working people and western supported government of
national unity with MDC, but with it as the senior partner.
This is the real objective of this dangerous social contract
and the Mbeki talks. This is what Mugabe meant when
recently offering the opposition leaders bribes of farms and
tractors -“Nyaya yekudya inyaya yedu tese, hapana

asingararame nekudya. Kana toita politics

dzekutunguna tinenge taguta.” (When it comes to eating
the national cake, we eat together, and only engage in party
politicking and insult one another after we are full).

Way Forward and our Demands

Now that the capitalists and state have reneged on their
promises, labour must immediately pull out of the social
contract and mobilize for action this July, taking a leaf from
the unions in South Africa and Nigeria. The general strike



The Internationale

Arise you prisoners of starvation –

Arise you wretched of the earth.

For justice thunders condemnation.

It is a better world in birth

X2

So comrades come rally –

and the last fight let us face

The Internationale unites the human race X2

 Shinga Mushandi shinga !

 Shinga Murombo shinga !!

Social Contract ---ZCTU Pull out and call for General strike now !
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vvvvv Residents lets organise
against continued power cuts
and water cuts by ZESA and
ZINWA.

vvvvv No to cholera - ZINWA
must provide clean water -
bring water bousers to affected
areas.

vvvvv No to recent water rates
increases - maresidents
ngatiregerai kubhadhara

vvvvv NO to electricity increases
- ZESA means Zimbabwe Elec-
tricity Sometimes Available

vvvvv No to power cuts, ZESA is

damaging our electrical gadg-
ets.

must involve demonstrations by all sections of the working
people and poor. If by the August SADC Summit, Zanu PF
has refused the central demand of  free and fair elections
under a new democratic constitution, MDC must pull out of
the Mbeki talks and join the action.

To succeed we need a campaign that unites the factory
with the township, the growth point and school and college
campuses; that unites the workers with the unemployed
housewives, youths, students, vendors, informal traders and
combi drivers, peasants, the human rights activists, political
party militants and revolutionary socialists and their different
movements, such as those  under the Zimbabwe Social
Forum. This action cannot be unilaterally controlled by the
ZCTU leaders alone, if it is to succeed, but like LASCO in
Nigeria,  be a genuine democratic united front with all these
movements, including in the formulation of strategies, and
demands, with labour leading.

We need full scale mobilization like leafleting, posters,
labour forums in industry, labour – residents forums in the
townships and setting up joint labour-activists teams
operating in the industries, colleges, and townships. Our
demands must be comprehensive and holistic – a Working
People’s Charter demanding:

v ·A statutory tax free national minimum living wage
adjustable every fortnight consistent with the rate of inflation,
indexed to the bread basket and USA dollar,with employment
councils only negotiating top ups;
v ·Mandatory jail sentences for managers, directors and
owners of businesses that unilaterally increase prices of basic
goods and services or offload them on the black market or
violate the minimum wages;
v ·Immediate take-over of businesses  by councils of
residents and workers of enterprises that violate minimum
wages or violate price controls or off-load goods on the black
market;
v ·a special levy into a worker controlled fund, on all Stock
Exchange companies, multinationals, pharmacies and large
businesses like retailers like mines, OK and TM to fund our
collapsing health, education, transport and peasant
agriculture sectors as well as emergency food aid for those
in need and the needs of the disabled and those infected
and affected AIDS/HIV.
v ·Immediate stopping of harassment of vendors and
informal trade and the full right to trade everywhere; dissolve
ZINWA and not to privatisation.
v ·The lifting of the de facto state of emergency  in our
cities and towns,; repeal of POSSA and AIPPA;
v ·A new people-driven democratic & anti-ESAP
constitution before any electins within six months; trial of
those guilty of crimes against humanity and compensation

for the victims.
The situation and timing has never been more ripe. The

ZCTU leaders and militants today have a historic duty on
their shoulders to provide leadership and call for and lead
mass action without further delay – Failure to do so, history
will judge them very harshly.

Shinga Mushandi Shinga! Penga mushandi ! Another

Zimbabwe is Possible! Now is our time!



 MDC Unity Coalition is not the way forward
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It was recently reported in the media that the two MDC
formatins had reached a Draft Coalition Agreement, even though
some hitches still remained mainly from oppostion in the MDC
(Tsvangirai) side. As if to support this, the two formations recently
seem to be intimately carousing with one another. Whilst secretary-
generals Welshman Ncube and T. Biti led a joint negotiation team
to South Africa, presidents Tsvangirai and Mutambara along with
NCA chairperson, Dr. Madhuku went on a whirlwind tour of Europe
starting with the UK. Highlights of the Draft Coalition Agreement
are:
v MDC (Tsvangirai) to nominate the presidential candidate and
the other  faction, the vice;
v Each formation to retain constituencies where it has sitting MPs
and divide on a 50 – 50 basis the others, subject to at least 30%
seats reserved for women;
v To establish a joint electoral coalition, the MDC Coalition with a
Joint National Coalition Council comprised of the national
executives of each formation; a Coalition Executive Committee or
Task Force made up of each formation’s presidents and vice –
presidents; national chairpersons and vices; secretary generals
and vices; treasurer generals and vices; organizing secretaries;
directors of elections; information secretaries; secretaries for legal
affairs and the Chairpersons of the Women’s and Youth
Assemblies. The executive committee would be alternately chaired
by the president of each formation. There will be similar task forces
at provincial, district and ward levels;
v The principal values and goals of the Coalition  include: respect
for human rights in particular freedom of expression, assembly,
movement and the right to liberty and protection of the law; the
pursuit of political change in Zimbabwe to replace ‘tyrannical
governmental and political structures” through democratic,
peaceful, free and fair elections and the formulation of a “new
democratic constitution … agreed with in an inclusive and
transparent process involving all main political and civil society
organizations in Zimbabwe…”
v If victorious, there will be equal distribution of cabinet positions,
and the president allowed to unilaterally appoint a maximum of
three persons; the MDC government will consider itself a
transitional government to adopt a new constitution within two years
and hold fresh elections under the new constitution within five
years.

Those opposing the deal from the Tsvangirai side feel that too
much has been given away to the other faction which is not justified
by its small numbers. They are demanding primaries to choose
candidates as well as that their side also be given a co-vice
president. They have received support from key civic partners,
with NCA chairperson, Lovemore Madhuku saying – “What would
be the motivation for the unity? There is nothing pushing them to
unite. The grassroots are already used to having the two political
parties.”

Those supporting the agreement, including the western allies
of the MDC, say the elections will be very tight and every vote
counts, with the MDC (Mutambara) having shown in the rural district
elections that it has considerable support in Matebeleland. And
that to run separate candidates will allow Mugabe to easily rig the
elections and justify his victory on the ground that the opposition

was divided.
Whilst these arguments sound strong on the face of it, they are

not convincing when one looks deeper. The chances of the MDC
winning do not depend on a re-unity of its two formations, which
were after all defeated as a united entity in 2002. No, it depends
on how the party re-energises and mobilises its urban and rural
supporters, critically around the bread and butter issues now
concerning them and confronting the regime directly. Every time
there has been a successful stayaway or actions like the February
actions in Highfield, the support for MDC increases significantly.
This would happen if the party was to activelly join the actions called
by ZCTU against the current economic hardships. Secondly,
without a new democratic constitution ensuring free and fair
elections, the Zanu PF regime will enjoy unsurmountable
advantages that will always guarantee it victory. Yet the agreement
shows that the MDC is again prepared to enter into elections
without such new constitution, promising to do one after the
elections. The MDC is going to continue being hoodwinked by the
useless Mbeki talks not to get into any mass action but focus on
elections.

This agreement reflects the influence of the cowardly forces
who dominate the MDC (Mutambara) led by Welshman Ncube,
who have always wanted to play politics the smart way and enter
into deals with the Mugabe dictatorship including participating in
his fake elections including the Senate ones, which is why they
have been rewarded with farms and tractors.

   In any case we have now learnt from how Kibaki in Kenya
ditched the Rainbow Alliance, that these promises to do new
constitutions after elections are just fake promises by politicans to
get into power. Further this unity will only stengthen the neoliberal
right wing forces in the MDC as shown by the fact that the draft
agreement says nothing about key issues affecting the poor like
neoliberalism, health, AIDS, poverty, food, education, a living
wage,the right to strike or to equitable distribution of social wealth
or social democracy.

The real beneficiries of this draft agreement would be the Ncube
group, who would use the mass  support of the MDC (Tsvangirai)
to protect the 20 or so seats they now have, otherwise on their
own they would be lucky to get five! At the same time they are
unlikely to campaign actively for Tsvangirai, preferring him to lose,
fearful of him using the executive powers of the presidency against
them should he win like Kibaki. On the other hand with such seats
they will be in a powerful position to abandon a defeated Tsvangirai,
negotiate nice  positions for themselves in a government of national
unity with one of the Zanu PF factions on the Mugabe succession
under the new Constitution Amendment.

In our view the MDC (Tsvangirai) is better served by abandoning
both these dangerous unity talks as well as the Mbeki talks,
radicalsing its programme and ideology against both neoliberalism
and imperialism, and joining up forces with labour and radical civic
society in genuine democratic and anti-neoliberal united front mass
actions against the Mugabe dictatorship demanding amongst
others, elections in 2008 but  only under a new demoncratic
constitution, and if the regime refuses throwing it out through mass
action from below.

    Aluta Continua!



Mass action now to kick out Regime and

Imperialism  ....from page 3
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Women protest over soaring cost of living
in Zimbabwe
the zimbabwean

(26-06-07)
BULAWAYO :
NATIONAL Constitutional Assembly (NCA)
women activists on Tuesday morning took to
the streets in Zimbabwe ‘s second largest city-
Bulawayo protesting over the souring costs of
sanitary pads-forcing many to use newspapers
and risk infection.

Over 100 women activists-waving placards
and denouncing President Robert Mugabe-
demonstrated outside offices that house state
propaganda papers-The Chronicle and the
Sunday News respectively.

They swiftly dispersed before heavily armed
riot police could disembark from their trucks
and vans that had been ‘stopped at red
robots.’ There were no arrests.

Regional gender chairperson of the NCA,
Sidumiso Moyo told the agency after the
protests: “We wanted to send a message to
the government that women have been worst
affected by the economic crises.

”…They can no longer afford basic necessary
sanitary pads forcing them to recycle pieces of
cloth and uses newspapers thereby risking
infection.” A survey in the city revealed that
sanitary pads are selling for $500 000.

Recently, state security agencies seized a
consignment of donated sanitary pads meant
for distribution to farmworkers in Zimbabwe ‘s
farming areas who could no longer afford them
due to their souring costs.

The Zimbabwe Congress of Trade Unions
(ZCTU) had given the General Agricultural and
Plantation Worker s’ Union of Zimbabwe
(GAPWUZ) its allocation of the pads sourced
with the help of international partners.

On seizure, the farmworkers were told that the
pads had been poisoned by former white
commercial farmers, which is a blatant lie as
the ZCTU, with the help of international
partners and friends sourced for the sanitary
ware- CAJ News.

Cote D’Ivoire…”
But also equally important is that the present situation is

pregnant with another possibility that the Dells and Mugabes
don’t talk about, but which is probably the only real way of ending
the crisis: “On the other hand it is also possible that the working
class could again, as it did in 1996 – 98, inspire the rest of the
working people and sections of the middle classes into massive
social and political struggles against the entire neo-colonial and
neo-liberal capitalist state as we see happening in the anti-
capitalist struggles in Latin America today. But such struggles
require that the working class build appropriate organizations
to lead the struggle and develop an independent revolutionary
socialist class ideology that guides them to victory. Critical to
this, is the transformation of trade unions into more democratic,
united and accountable organs of workers and the building of
a political united democratic front of all progressive sections of
the working people, urban and rural, with clear class and
ideological lines, unlike the broad church dominated by the
bourgeoisie of 1999… The worsening economic situation will
continue to trigger small to significant revolts centred around
bread and butter issues … The challenge is to generalize and
link such different small actions into broader, bigger and specific
campaigns supported by all the various forces still ready to
fight, whilst also linking these to the struggle for a new
democratic and anti-capitalist constitution…In the immediate,
the objectives of such struggles would include complete
constitutional reform to expand democracy,  nationalization of
the commanding heights of the economy, land re-distribution
and general subordination of private property to society’s needs.
A central demand of the movement must be that harmonized
elections be done by 2008 but only under a democratic, people
driven and anti-ESAP constitution. If the regime rejects this …
then the struggle must be shifted to all out mass action –
jambanja or civil disobedience …a determined struggle to throw
it out as has happened elsewhere. This must be the basis on
which co-operation with the opposition parties must be built,
but on the basis of an autonomous movement of working people
and other radicals, so that when the political parties betray the
struggle by entering deals with the dictatorship, as they are
likely to, the struggle will continue…”

Thus whilst this struggle should include the main opposition
MDC, it would be a mistake to surrender leadership of the
action to it - as weargued earlier,  “any strategy of fighting the
dictatorship based on a movement controlled by the MDC will
remain prisoner to the glaring ideological and strategic confusion
it has shown since 2000 and is bound to fail... Even if it should
engage in some mass action …its primary pre-occupation is
towards reaching a sell out settlement with the Zanu PF
dictatorship that will not benefit the poor and working people…
In other words to quote ZCTU president L. Matombo: ‘our goals
are different. We see the product of this process as social
revolution. They don’t.”

  By Munyaradzi Gwisai

For more details order now: “Revolutionaries, Resistance
and Crisis in Zimbabwe”, M. Gwisai (ISO, 2007)



       Workers Unions &Rank & File  Updates

“The Medical Buzz”

Voice of the Medical Professional and

Allied Workers Union
 Ahoy comrades in struggle!

INTRODUCTION
Comrades, as I write the majority of our centers are engaged

in the so-called mid – year negotiations. “So- called” in the sense

that the current economic state has rendered this traditional

exercise virtually academic. Current patterns indicate that most

increases are getting eroded long before the conclusion of

negotiations. We are living like slaves, with most workers in private

hospitals taking less than $2million a month, not even enough to

cover transport, whilst the chief executive officers and bosses are

earning huge salaries plus benefits like company cars, education

and groceries.

THE UNION

But we say the Days of Eygpt are over! We refuse to be slaves

of wealth that we create! Your union has now awoken and retrieved

from thieves who had stolen it. Bosses take note! Comrades, I am

glad to announce that your union is now in full force and now

commands a respectable membership status. We have managed

to cover almost all centers in Harare and are heading for other

regions. We have had good meetings uniting all medical

workers,whether they be clerks, cleaners, nurses, technicians, as

long as they are workers. The only problem was West End Hospital

were the bosses tried to stop us for two weeks, but on 27th June

the place was liberated with a powerful labour forum done.

We now intent to cover Midlands, Masvingo, Bulawayo

and Mutare by end of July. We however still expect those in centers

already covered, who have not yet registered to continue doing

so. The union also succesfully won the appeal to the Labour Court

against the dimissal of memebrs of the workers committee at The

Avenues. Full details will be availed in Volume 2 of our publication

“The Medical Buzz”.

However, let me be quick to state that most of the bosses in

our industry, by virtue of their capitalist ideological  tendencies,

retain a heavy anti-worker attitude and are determined to resist

our intensions of uniting the workers. They are of course going to

fail. I urge all workers to remain resolute as we endeavor to

strengthen our unity towards this struggle. Victory is certain!!!

CBAs
Our most urgent task is to negotiate for a minimum wage of $5 000

000.00 in our industry for the month of July 2007. Following a meeting

with representatives from all workers committees in Harare in June, it

was resolved that pending the formation of  the Medical N.E.C, all

negotiations for wages in every centre must be done by a joint team of

the Union and workers committee at the centre. This is to avoid

victimisation or people being bought and to share ideas. Already good

results have been scored in centres like The Avenues and Willowvale

Centre. We urge all Workers Committees to remain focused and

cooperative as we fight for a living wage.

Our solidarity goes to the workers at Mater Dei Hospital for staging

a successful strike against a paranoid management at the beginning of

June. Navo comrades!! Forward ever! Victory is ours….

N.E.C

The National Employment Council for The Private Healthcare

Industry which is supposed to undertake CBA on behalf of our industry

is not yet registered. This is being caused by our  employers who have

been so far very uncooperative in this regard. Efforts to call even for
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an introductory meeting have met with little or no response.We

however intend to use all channels available to achieve this aim

sooner than later. If the bosses refuse - jambanja!!!

CONGRESS

Our first ever congress is due before the end of the year. Updates

will be provided in our news letters as the year progresses. Phone

(04) 704209 - e-mail ....     or visit us at ZimRights House Cnr

Baines Av/Fourth St. Harare

From the President C Gwenzi

THE ELECTRON

 voice of electronic workers
On Tuesday 8 May 2007, some workers from Commaf, called

The Electron, seeking guidance, after they had gone on strike over
insufficient transport allowances. The Electron, congratulates the
workers at Commaf for their success as the employer conceded to
their basic request i.e. . ease their transport difficulties.

Barrett Electronics led the way as the first company where similar
arrangements are in place. Some transport facility is also in place at
Innscor. The Electron is in receipt of information on 100% salary top-
ups at Mukonitronics and Destiny.  Since public transport costs are
the same it is reasonable to assume that almost all workers in the
industry are affected by inadequate transport allowances to commute
between the slave yard and home. Our wages are way below the
poverty datum line. Our collective bargaining is poor yet we never
really scream ! After working so hard do we have to plead for some
little more consideration from the boss to eke a living?

Collective bargaining has now started with the electronics sector
of the newly amalgamated union, ZMEAWU, pushing for $3.5 million
whilst the bosses are at $3.5million. After deductions the bosses’
offer cannot even pay for transport for one month, let alone rent,
food, school fees or medicines. Given the huge hike in prices in the
last two week sof June, we demand that the union revives its proposal
to at least ensure that after deductions workers can get the new
Poverty Datum Line of $7.5 million. We also insist that transport be
paid as per actual cost and not a percentage or allowance. We also
support the move to monthly collective bargaining as well as indexing
the wages to the bread basket or the $US dollar. Further at all stages
the union leaders must consult the workers by calling labour forum
meetings and not sign anything until and unless the  workers agree.
Under the new union we must refuse the dictatorship and lack of
consultation and accountability we saw under the Khupe regime in
th eold union.

Support for Amalgamation

The Electron fully supports the amalgamation of the four unions
to form ZMEAWU but demands the democratisation of the operations
of the new union. All willing workers should meaningfully participate
in its activities as all workers are affected by its operations. As for
now, too few people are making decisions for too many people. Too
few people are thinking for too many people. Too few people are
feeling for too many people. But too many people are paying union
dues for too few people! No to tyranny ! The Electron calls for more
worker space in the amalgamation.

Shinga Mushandi Qina Msebenzi !



Socialist Worker

 Its permanent Struggle in the Printing Workers Union !!

as workers boot out
sell-outs & state agents

    June 16 saw an end to a protracted fight in the Zim-

babwe Graphical Workers Union between the rank and

file workers and right wing bureaucrats. The sell outs

were supported by a small clique of right-wingers in the

ZCTU national leadership, which is destroying militant

trade unionism through corruption and imperialist do-

nor  money.

But printing workers have said no! Workers finally

convened an extra-ordinary congress amidst several at-

tempts to jeopardize them by the bureaucrats who went

as far as calling the police and state to try disrupt the

congress .The congress was magnificent and one of its

kind in the history of the union, it was basically run on a

shoe string budget but workers sacrificed all the way from

all regions to save their union from collapse.

The congress marked the beginning of a new era, an

era of building a real strong union deeply rooted in

workers with progressive socialists now in control of the

union unlike the previous leadership which had long

broken ties with its members. But its hard won freedom

for workers for the history of the union fights tells us

more and bears a lot to be learnt. Critically that, in the

absence of strong organized rank and file organization,

chances of trade union bureaucrats ultimately selling is

very high .The last five years of the Zimbabwe Graphical

workers union have it all .

In 2002 when with guidance from ISO comrades;

workers formed a rank and file group called Reflections

after the union had failed workers for over a decade. The

union was then led by a bunch of sellouts who neither

bothered accountability nor a congress to choose new

leaders .The rank and file group historically managed to

push for a congress in 2002 which swept away the entire

previous leadership.

The 2002 congress brought new life in the printing

industry, within a year workers in the printing industry

were amongst the top paid industrial workers .The union

organized two industry wide strikes which completely

halted the whole industry forcing bosses to make major

concessions to the advantage of workers. Situation

suddenly changed altogether after their second successful

strike when bosses victimized and fired most of the

militant workers who had together with the union

officials helped organize the strike.

Unfortunately most of the fired workers constituted

a section of the union rank and file, which provided direct

leadership in the factories and again played a watchdog

role in the union.

Their departure from active participation in the union

in a way gave birth to the rise of bureaucrats who found

no reason at all for accountability to workers. They

established ties with bosses negotiating starvation wages

reversing worker’s hard won gains.

It is against the deteriorating conditions again in the

industry that concerned workers led by remnants of the

previous rank and file of 2002 organized for an extra-

ordinary congress on the 16th June, which saw the last

kicks to the bureaucrats and sellouts.

It was possible for the sellouts to sell out because

workers behind them were no all that organized to

demand accountability from their leaders, a lesson which

the current leadership should learn and always maintain

that rank and file base. Strengthening the rank and file

workers backed by militants and socialists now in the

leadership will provide the necessary bases for the

formation of a RED union which will together with other

militant unions in the near future spearhead a red militant

trade union revolution in this country. For now all out

to fight for a living minimu wage for printing workers

of no less than take-home wage of $7.5 million per month

after deductions, equivalent to the PDL. All out labour

forums to mobilise workers for action if need be. Bosses

take note!

The new  executive leadership of the union is as

follows:

President H Masadza {Gam Plastics }

Vice President  Gweshe { Hunyani blyo}

Treasurer R Komichi { Financial Gazette}

With all regional chairs  from their other two regions

being alternate presidents

Aluta Continua !! Shinga Mushandi -  By M

Sambo


